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1 Future CPS and Understanding their Behavior

In domains like transportation and automation, Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) control more
and more complex and critical tasks. The complexity of the controlled processes, user
interactions, the distributed nature of the systems, and the uncertainty in the environments
are just some of the factors that make CPS development increasingly challenging. This
complexity must be met with more high-level development techniques that raise the
abstraction level from imperative programming or state-based modeling towards modeling
specifications or goals on a level that corresponds more closely to how humans conceive
requirements; this could be scenarios [Gr17], temporal logic specifications, or controlled
natural languages; controller synthesis and reinforcement learning techniques will then
construct or learn the executable software that exhibits the desired behavior. However, when
the system behavior is constructed algorithmically, and even changes at run-time, this creates
new challenges for comprehending the system behavior—at design-time and at run-time.

From our experience with game-based controller synthesis (CS) from scenario-based
specifications[Co15, BGS15, Gr17], we found that it can be very difficult to understand
specification inconsistencies when CS is unable to construct an implementation (valid
control strategy). It can also be that issues remain in the specification, but CS is still able to
construct an implementation (typically due to over-optimistic assumptions).

In reinforcement learning (RL), there is a similar challenge: Very often one does not know
whether the system can enter states where it will struggle or fail to reach its goals, or whether
it may choose a strategy (called policy in RL) that is only locally optimal (for example a
robot that always cleans some dirt in the kitchen instead of cleaning the whole apartment).
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2 Explainability at Design-Time and Run-Time

We ultimately desire systems that are able to explain their behavior, misbehavior, struggles, or
other aspects of interest—at design-time and run-time. But how could such (self-)explanation
capabilities look like? First of all, the question is what kinds of questions human stakeholders
need answers to? From our experience, some examples are “Can you (the system) reach
a certain state from another / the current state?” (Reachability), “What action(s) will you
perform under certain conditions?”, “Which goals/requirements cause you to choose these
actions in a certain state?”, “What is your goal in a certain state?”, “Under what conditions
do you perform certain actions?”, “When are you struggling to achieve a goal?”, or “How
can the environment/user help the system to achieve a certain goal?”

Such questions must be expressible in a structured query language, and we require an engine
that computes answers to these queries. On what basis should the responses be computed?
They should be computed, first of all, based on a synthesized or learned strategy, but also
based on the specification or goal models, or other associated design artifacts. At run-time,
also a log of past behavior can be considered. The answers must be as concise as possible.
For example, queries that result in sets of states should summarize the defining features
of the states in the set. Questions that result in (sets of) traces, cycles, or (sub-)strategies
should also summarize their defining features, highlight relevant events, commonalities, or
key decision points. Eventually, human-friendly front-ends are required that allow users to
refine queries, or interactively simulate certain behaviors of the system.

3 Research Directions

Achieving the above requires research in multiple directions: (1) on algorithms for finding
and filtering certain aspects from traces or (counter-)strategies. Some work already exist in
this direction, e.g., [KMR17]; (2) on techniques for rendering such behavioral aspects as
higher-level models, possibly scenarios; (3) on program/specification repair [SGH17].

Extending these ideas in the direction of RL is interesting. Usually learned policies
in RL are represented as state-action matrices, or various abstraction techniques are
employed, including neural-networks that classify states. One question is whether higher-
level, explanation models can be learned, or initial design models be refined, in the learning
process, so that answers to queries as described above can be computed. Where states are
classified using neural networks, techniques would be necessary to extract their defining
features in a comprehensible form. Reinforcement learning is successfully applied where no
comprehensive model of the system’s behavior or environment exist (model-free learning),
but there exist approaches that combine model-free learning and model-based learning
or planning (e.g. the dyna principle, [Su91]) for increased efficiency—we could similarly
combine model-free learning with the learning of explanation models, which could then
serve to answer queries as above at run-time.
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